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Subsection Activities in Anaheim 

,'We ha\re sche4ul~ a Subsection meeting f()r 6:QO p.m., Tuesday, August 7. Please attend if you 
possibly can. The meeting ~oom has not yet been assigned, so check AinStat News and the program you 
get in Anaheim for the location. . , 

Our Subsection is jointly sponsoring a special contributed papers session "Telling Stories with Data: 
Communicating with various Segments of Society". This is session #45 meeting Monday, August 6, 
2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m. It is jointly sponsored with the ASA Committee on Women in Statistics amd the 
Section on Statistical Education. 

There will be a luncheon roundtable "Measuring Effectiveness in Statistical Consulting" on . 
Wednesday, August 8, 12:30 p.rn. - 2:00 p.m. This is session #188. I welcome you to sign up and 
contribute your good ideas! 

We are also sponsoring an invited session "Expert Systems and Statistical Consulting". This is session 
#221, meeting Thursday, August 9,8:30 a.m. - 10:20 a.m. 

There are other sessions which may be of interest to our readership: 

#82 "Should Certification Be an Option for Statistical Practitioners?" 
takes place Tuesday, August 7, 10:30 a.m. - 12:20 p.m. The summary of the recent census on 
certification sent to the readership of this newsletter will be presented during this session. 

#85 "Issues in Short-Term Consultation", Tuesday, 10:30 a.m. - 12:20 p.m 
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Statistical Reviewers Needed 
/ 

Dear Editor of The Statistical Consultant 

If one broadens the view of "Statistical Consultant" to include statistical reviewers of submitted 
manuscripts I would be interested in hearing from statisticians with an interest in broadening their 
perspectives, increasing their communication skills and wishing to volunteer to serve as statistical 
reviewers for the American Journal ofPsychiatry. Applicants should have good written communication 
skills and have a background in the usual multivariate techniques (multiple regression, discriminant 
function analysis, cluster analysis, repeated measures ANOVA, factor analysis). Perhaps more impor
tantly reviewers should have an awareness of the kind ofmistakes investigators with software statistical 
awareness often make. These include the use of the two group t on paired data, unawareness that the F 
has a pair of degrees offreedom, a tendency to report SEM's rather than the SD for no other reason than 
it looks better, and to report "trend" p values. The use of confidence intervals is rare indeed. Design 
blindness, reliability and bias need to be always kept in mind. 

Participants can anticipate no more than four (4) manuscripts to review a year, usually Qn~ percalendar 
____quarter:~Personal-wad,.requir-ementS-weylG-4-Geut'Se-be:eoosider-ed;--- .,-_._·,_______.c __.- .....•- 

The American Journal,of Psychiatry is one of the few major journals which reviews every submitted 
manuscript not rejected outright. If yo,u would like to be a member of the reviewing team and make a 
statistically significant'contribution to the scientific ,complunityIwould be delighted to hear from you. 

Sincerely yours, 
John J. Bartko, Ph.D., Statistical Editor 
American Journal of Psychiatry 
1400 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Consulting Tidbits -- a new regularfeature 
Jack DiXon, University of Florida 

Statistical consultants often have "tools" to help them in their jobs. They may have a series of handouts 
to explain a statistical principle to a client, or a form to help extract the necessary information from the 
client. I would like to collect some of these for The Statistical Consultant as a regular column. Some 
examples you might consider could be: 
1: Design tools: graphics to differentiate designs, or explanations of advantages of some designs over 
others. 
2. Interview forms: forms to collect all the needed information, or other guides to help with interviews 



I 
I 
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or client meetings. , 
3. Analysis: suggestions for how to get what y~u need from a package, for example, a modified Levine's 
test for homogeneity ofvariance can be obtain~ from most packages with twopasses through the data. 
4. Interpretation: most consulting tools instrVct clients in interpretation, for example, how to interpret 
common normality tests, or cautions on interpreting log-linear models. 
5. Statistical concepts: these are often taken from your old courses, for exmaple, what heteroscedasticity 
means in an ANCOV A design. : 
6. Client relationships: a handy hint I discov~reci by accident is that when my advice or interpretation' 
is printed on a laser printer it is taken much mox;e seriously than it is when printed on a dot-matrix printer[ , ' 

f . . • 

f 

I 

Most consulting statisticians have good suggestions in this area. If you have any tools you find useful 
in consulting, please send a copy to 

JACK@UFFSC (bitnet) or 
JACK%UFFSC@NERVM.NERDC.UFL.EDU (internet) or 

mail to John Dixon, S20E SCE,University of Florida, CIRCA, Gainesville, FL 32611-2024. 

HumanConsultaJlts,and ,Expert,SystenlS. 
Stephan Arndt, University of Iowa 

Several articles have appeared examining the capabilities ofexpert systems as statistical consultants 
(consultants with artificial intelligence). A stated goal of this endeavor is to develop a system for 
researchers who do not have access to a human statistical consultant. Such an expert system could define 
appropriate statistical models and determine proper analytic procedures, thus substituting for its human 
counterpart. At this juncture ofhuman and artificial intelligence, it is vital to raise questions about the 
inherent differences between human consultants and expert systems and the roles each will play in the 
future. Granting the existence of an expert system with. immeasurable speed, capacity, and internal 
complexity, humans will still have distinguishing characteristics. Perhaps after identifying the qualities 
differentiating people from expert systems wecan further develop those attributes to allow specialization 
in what each does best. 

While there are many important differences, a fundamental and perhaps deceptively' obvious 
distinction is that human consultants are human beings. . As such, they have bodies that exist in and 
contribute to a comple]( sociobiological environment consisting of interrelationships with other human 
beings, social organizations, and culture. A unique characteristic ofhuman consultants is that they have· , 
intent, motives, and interests, as do human clients, while computer programs do not. One might say, 
forgiving the. anthropomorphism, that an expert system has as its goal to reach the END statement. 
Attributions ofan indigenous purpose, reason, and inquisitiveness simply do not pertain to an algorithm. 
One can make all sorts of attributions about programmers and knowledge experts, but thedesigners are 
physically divorced from their product - the expert system program. It is impertinent to make.attributions .' 

mailto:JACK%UFFSC@NERVM.NERDC.UFL.EDU
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of motivation, interest, and intentionality about computer programs and thus the artificial consultant 
stands alone. Howev~r, attributions can be readily made about the human consultant who is present 
during the interactions of the session. These kinds of attributions are vital to a collaborative interaction. 

The similarity of a human client and human consultant sets the ground for a particular type of 

relationship, one which can only arise between humans and is qualitatively different from a human

machine interaction. In the case of a human-human interaction there are two sets of goals and intents, 

the client's and the human consultant's which mutually condition the interaction. During the consulting 

session both sets ofgoals are active as well as reactive and can shift dynamically. An expert system can .' 

only be reactive to the human input conditioned within the algorithm. . 


Effects of the client on the consultant also condition the interaction. A consultant may be affected, 

during the course of a session, by a suspicion that a client is concerned more with finding a significant 

p-value than with doing what the consultant believes to be good science. This will change the way the 

consultant deals with the problem, indeed, the very definition of the problem could change from the 

original objective scientific issue to the personage of the client being a large part of the consultant's 

challenge. Further, the perceptions of each other's degree of involvement and interest in the subject 

matter of the problem affect the situation. Once, a psychiatrist complained to me that I was treating her 

data on schizophrenic patients as if it were from so many cans of peas. She was reacting to what she 


-percelvea-as my hicItofcoricernan<f som:eerr6rt was req1iireato teestab1isnra'pport.~~·--=-·:.-~~-..~...~..~--. 

Consulting is a social interaction - the result of a mutually beneficial and rewarding consulting 

interaction is collaboration. This requires consciousness of the role of collaboration - people d() not 

collabOrate with expert systems, since these systems do not have self-derived ambitions, purposes, nor 

inquisitiveness. It is precisely these attributes that we appreciate in others - for example, I feel a certain 

way when an individual appears to have real concern for some problem I am working on or an interest 

in what I do. Expert systems cannot have this effect since they are driven by ex.plicit rules rather than 

an indigenous motivation, nor can an expert system be personally affected by these attributes. Humans 

do not always follow explicit rules in their general orproblem-solving behavior andthey do have intrinsic 

motivation. These two qualities make collaboration possible. . 


The idea that a consulting .session is a social/human interaction can be generalized in a reasonably 

inclusive manner to scientific inquiry. Applied statisticians, ofall people, understand that our goal is not 

to use our methods to prove facts, rather our techniques demonstrate likelihoods. The goal is to base 

human decisions on quantifiable probabilities. The question "Is a particular hypothesis convincing in 

light Of the data?" is one that we attempt to quantify, but the degree to which it convinces can only be 

answered in the context of the scientific community through peer review by human scientists (i.e., other 

humans). 


Much of the human statistical consultant's time is often spent determining what is the question of 

interest to the client. Science is guided in its questioning by human, social, and biological interests rather 

than being driven by a simple accumulation offacts. Consequent!y, only another human can answer, "Is 

this really the question of interest?" 
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Some of these differences have ramifications for our own benefit and for teaching statistical 
consultants. For instance, the emphasis on collaborative relationships is important and should be 
cultivated in students and nurtured during our consulting sessions whenever possible. This is one of the 
things that we humans can do that expert systems cannot. It is important to note then what makes a 
relationship collaborative rather than a machine-like series of responses. I think that this has to do with 
the mutuality of the relationship. The consultant in a collaborative arrangement is not a disinterested 
objective purveyor of truth or facts about statistics, nor is the client a passive recipient ofadvice. Rather, 
a collaborative effort involves the interaction of (human) individuals to solve a problem or reach a goal 
of understanding a phenomenon. Tools, such as expert systems, may have their place in relatively 
restricted problem spaces as surrogates, but they cannot replace a consultant in the collaborative system 
of human science. 

I have mentioned only a few of the differences between expert systems and human consultants 
although there are many more; for example, the presence of body language, interpersonal attraction, 
contact comfort, and creativity. Further, no mention has been made of the possibility that humans 
approach some problems in a fundamentally different manner than do explicit rule-driven expert 
systems. Some interesting reading on this issue can be found in: Dreyfus, H. L. What Computers Can't 
Do: The Limits ofArtificial Intelligence (1979,NY: Harper & Row), Turkle, S. TheSecondSelf(1984, , 
NY: Simon and Schuster), andWeizenbaum, J. Computer Power ,and Human Reason (1976, ,San 
Francisco: W. H. Freedman). 

Survey of Statistical ConSUlting Units 

Ron Barnes, University of Houston 

The 1989 Directory of Academic Statistical Consulting Units, compiled by the ASA Subsection for 
Statistical Consulting Education, is now available. Those interested in a copy should contact Ron 
Wasserstein, Dept. Math. Stat., Washburn University, Topeka, KS 66621. For further information on the 
survey, contact the author of this article. 

This directory lists 118 U.S., 17 Canadian, and 1 Puerto Rican unit. In addition, 142 responded to our 
survey of academic statistical consulting units. A copy of the questionnaire with some summary data is 
included here. The number of replies is followed by the percentage in parentheses. We also computed 
cross-tabulations of the responses to various combinations of questions. 

About half of all replies were from the largest universities and almost 75% from schools over 10,000, 
suggesting that most consulting units are at the larger schools. 34% ofthe responses were from Statistics
related consulting units, and 27% came from combinations such as Math/Stat. About half expressed 

1 
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strong institutional support for consulting, both at the department and dean level. Opinion was divided 
on the effect of consulting on promotion and tenure, with half expressing a positive effect and most of 
the rest being neutral. Considerable consulting activity was noted by almost 85% ofthe respondents. Half 
had over 50% direct funding support and about 20% had some released time, space and funds allocated. 
Slightly over half had a course or seminar in consulting, but only a third of the respondents had student 
internships. Half expressed optimism for their future and only 4% felt negative about the future. 

At colleges of 10,000 or more students, 83% indicated positive institutional support, just under half 
perceived consulting as a positive factor for promotion and tenure, and less than 5% viewed it as a 
negative factor. 

Editor's note 

I want to thank: all of you who sent in your questionnaire on the issue ofcertification of statisticians. 
It was clear to me that you all put in a great deal of thought on this issue. I really appreciate your efforts, 

and I intend to publish the results of this survey in the next issue of the newsletter. -- Janice Derr 
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